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HELLION FOR HIRE #6: PAINTER MARK SPARACIO
by Billy Tucci

07-13-2006,

Hello All, welcome to the sixth
installment of Hellion For Hire
where we focus on HFH cover
painter Mark Sparacio.
When first given the gig to
pencil Heroes For Hire, I was
told that Marvel was looking
for the covers to be painted. I
haven't painted in about 15
years so I was out. Now, I've
never done a book's interior
and not the cover so I wasn't
going to just sit back and have
my cover taken away.
Undaunted I put on my tiny
thinking cap and had the
brilliant idea of bringing in
Mark Sparacio to paint over my pencils. Of course it was all for selfish reasons, but as you can
see he's a true professional and one of the best-kept secrets in the business. To make a long
story short, Mark had a meeting with HFH editor Mark Paniccia and boom! He was in, and I was
happy!
Many of you have seen Mark's artwork but probably didn't realize it. For over 20 years Mark's
painted illustrations have graced the covers to hundreds of DVDs and countless magazine ads.
He's a long-time comics fan who was very close to the late Will Eisner and one of the nicest
chaps you'll ever meet. An incredible draftsman in his own right, Mark has been painting over my
pencils for Shi covers since 2003 and I'm damn glad to have him on board for HFH. We'll explore
the process of taking my original pencilled page and how Mark goes about bringing it to the next
level with his glorious brush strokes and color sense. Mark - along with a few others like Beau
Smith and JC Vaughn - has served as a sort of comic sage to me. His love for American
Mythology is contagious and he generously reintroduced this fantastic medium to a certain
columnist and sometime writer/artist who was a bit burnt out on it a few years ago. He's also a fun
guy to discuss politics and art with - the former he wouldn't do for this column - and truly
appreciates his success.
So without further ado, Newsarama, meet Mark Sparacio!
Billy Tucci: Hello Mark, Please tell us about yourself, your family and where you grew up?
Mark Sparacio: ummm... do we really have to do this now? I'm really busy trying to finish a
painting…you know, for Heroes for Hire... Hello?
BT: C'mon...
MS: Oh, all right... I was born in Brooklyn, New York and moved to East Meadow, Long Island,
(which is also in New York) when I was four years old. I am married to my wife Erin, whom I met
at the School of Visual Arts. We have two sons, Justin and Trevor.
BT: So you went to SVA, any great teachers?
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MS: I graduated from the School of Visual Arts with a Bachelors of Fine Arts as a dual major in
Illustration and cartooning (comic art). While at S.V.A., I studied anatomy and drawing under
Andy Gerndt, painting under Marvin Mattelson, Dave Palladini and Sal Catalano and I studied
sequential art under the legendary Will Eisner. I was the first student that Will accepted as a
sophomore. At that time, Will only taught juniors and seniors, but with all the courage I could
muster, I begged my way into his class as a sophomore.
BT: Wow! I never heard of the other guys, but Will Einser? What type of relationship did you have
with him?
MS: I had a great relationship with him. Will was one of the nicest guys you could ever meet. As
teacher, he was unparalleled. He was incredibly knowledgeable and had a very easygoing style
to the way he taught. In the three years that I took his class, I never missed it. His class was
extremely well structured and concise. Will would spend hours after class hanging out talking and
working with those of us who wanted the extra help. He was just a very cool guy.
BT: Any favorite memories in particular?
MS: I have a lot. One of the stories Will loved to tell was about a contest he would have with
Reed Crandell and Lou Fine when they were working at the Eisner/Iger studios. Will would lay
down an ink line with a number two brush and Crandell and Fine would take a turn going over the
line without making it thicker. Then it would be Will's turn. And on and on until, as Will told it, he
would eventually lose.
BT: Lou Fine? Is he related to Larry Fine of the Three Stooges?
MS: No, Dr. Howard, he's a world famous comic book legend you dope! You're really like the kid
brother I never wanted aren't you?
BT: Wow, Larry Fine is a legend, again, Lou, never heard of him, anyway, so wasn't your original
intent to be a comic book artist? What happened?
MS: Yes it was. Actually, I was all set to work for Will at his studio in White Plains, coloring
reprints of the Spirit for the Kitchen Sink magazines upon my graduation from SVA, but as fate
had it, I received my first job, a movie poster for the United Artist film, The Draughtsman's
Contract. Will said he couldn't pay me the same kind of money that advertising could, so he told
me to go for it.
BT: Who else did you work for? Anything we might have seen?
MS: I did a lot of work for just about every major and minor toy company out there, Mattel,
Hasbro, JusToys, ToyBiz, Remco, Henson Associates, etc. I did a lot of video covers (250-300)
ranging from Warner Bros. cartoons through John Wayne and Roy Rogers westerns to Three
Stooges shorts. And I did a lot of traditional advertising illustrations for companies ranging from
Avis to WWFE. You've probably seen a lot of my work, but had no clue that it was me because
for the most part, you weren't allowed to sign your paintings in advertising.
BT: Besides Heroes For Hire what other comic book work have you done or are doing now?
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MS: My first ever-published comic book cover was for this little comic called Shi - Illustrated
Warrior #5 (I'll take that ten spot later, Billy). I did the covers for #6 and 7 as well. Then I did my
first cover for DC comics Green Lantern #175 (Thanks Pete Tomasi!) I've been doing a ton of
covers for Comics Buyers Guide, thanks to the cover art director who took pity on me, Marc
Patten.
I'll be doing the cover to The Overstreet Price Guide for
2007 (featuring the New Avengers). I did my first
published sequential art for the comic, Elsinore #5. I've
done a bunch of covers for Imperium comic's mini-series
called Pierce and Alpha-Omega comic's Spirit. I'm
currently doing painted covers as well as being the
ongoing sequential artist for Heroic Publishing's Liberty
Girl - issue number one will be out later this month. And
I am really excited to announce that I have been greenlighted to plot and pencil issues #4 and #5 of Liberty
Girl. My good friend, Richard Martin, also a former
Eisner student, who is a really good storyteller and has a
great knowledge of history and current events is going to
write it.
BT: Richard Martin, huh… never heard of him. So what
medium do you work in for your covers?
MS: I work in watercolors. To be more precise, I paint
with Holbein watercolors, using Winsor and Newton
Series 7 paint brushes on Strathmore 500 series, 3 ply,
100% rag, acid free, cold press illustration paper. I also
use an Iwata HPBC2 airbrush powered by a Badger
compressor for my backgrounds.
BT: Please explain to the audience the process of working over my pencils. Isn't it fun?
MS: Oh boy... OK folks, here we go. First I get Billy's sketch. It's usually not this well rendered (I
guess I'll be giving you back that ten spot now). I usually sit there for a while, stunned, thinking to
myself, "What the hell did I just get into?" Then it hits me... I go to my wall of C.D.'s (I have about
1400, ranging from classic rock like Blue Oyster Cult, some jazz, new-wave, gothic, industrial,
metal and punk to contemporary stuff like Rancid and Yellowcard). I need something uptempo(I
have a short deadline), some power-punk ...the M-80's... I take Billy's more finished sketch and
on my copier, turn it backwards on acetate, so I can trace it line for line. Then I retrace it the
correct way onto my Strathmore paper. It takes a couple of hours to trace all of Billy's lines, some
of which don't make any sense (ooops! Now I owe you a ten spot). Then I start painting. I start off
by blocking in the colors and slowly building them up to a finish.
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BT: Hmmm… very boring and never heard of any of those bands. Do you use hot models?
MS: Whenever I can. OK, so for me using models is pretty much always the case. I'd been
working so long as an illustrator - I was taught and trained to reference everything - that I still
want everything as photographic as I can get it.
BT: What illustrators/fine artists do you admire?
MS: I admire probably the same artists that most of us do, but because you, Billy Tucci asked,
here goes: illustrators - in no particular order - Norman Rockwell, J.C. Leyendeker, Coles Phillips,
Howard Pyle, Dean Cornwell, Maxfield Parrish, Frank Frazetta, Boris Vallejo and Drew Struzan.
Fine artists: Carravaggio, Ingres, Picasso - now that I understand what he was doing, Roy
Lichtenstein, Robert Rauschenberg, Andy Warhol and Chuck Close.
BT: Now I've some thing about some of those guys. Who are your main comic book influences?
MS: Jeez, I told you I have a lot of work to do, (Mark Paniccia it's not my fault if I'm late with the
HFH cover!) well here we go again: (again in no particular order) Eisner, Crandell, Fine, Alex
Raymond, Hal Foster, Mac Raboy, Jack Kirby, Marie Severin, Jim Steranko, Neal Adams,
Marshall Rogers, Michael Golden, John Byrne, Alex Saviuk, Jim Starlin, Paul Gulacy, Mike
Kaluta, John Bolland and contemporary guys Adam Hughes, Terry Dodson, Rags Morales,
William Tucci - we're even again, and Alex Ross. Quite honestly, if it wasn't for Alex Ross'
incredible talent and hard work, I probably wouldn't be doing this interview with you right now.
BT: What was the first comic book you ever read?
MS: Action Comics #1... June, 1938, you know, Superman's first appearance. My dad saved his
collection in like, near-mint condition. I was very lucky.
BT: Really?!!
MS: No, not really... I can't remember the actual first comic, but I can tell you it was one of these
four: Tales to Astonish #79, Strange Tales #144, House of Mystery #159 or Marvel Comics
#1, Oct.-Nov. 1939. Ok, so it was probably one of the first three.
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BT: Greatest comic book story of all time?

MS: Holy crap! What the hell kind of question... I have to narrow this down to one?!
BT: Well it is my column Sparky.
MS: Matt Brady where are you?!! Just like a cop when someone's driving like a jerk, nowhere to
be found. (Sorry to Officer Mike White and 3/4 of my family).
BT: Let's go Sparacio, I've got a lot of work to do and tight deadlines. I can't keep wasting
everyone's time babysitting you.
MS: Ok, ok... how about a couple (these are my favorites): Fantastic Four #48, #49 and #50,
Captain America #110, #111 and #113, Green Lantern #76 - #89, the Watchmen maxi-series,
Marvel Preview #11 -Starlord, Shi-Heaven and Earth mini-series - you owe me that ten spot
again; Starlin's entire Adam Warlock series - Strange Tales #178-#181 and Warlock #9-#15 and
Marvels.
BT: Who's your favorite comic book writer? Artist?
MS: Here we go again... I can't narrow it down to one, Tucci. There are so many... writers (in no
particular order) Stan Lee, Roy Thomas, Denny O'Neil, Chris Claremont, Doug Moench, Alan
Moore, Mark Waid and Kurt Busiek. Artist: see the above artists list.
BT: That was a lame answer.
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MS: Billy, I've spent about four hours now, answering these questions and I am not finished yet...
BT: Favorite comic book character of all time?
MS: Easy, a softball question.
BT: But you didn't answer.
MS: Shi. (now you owe me twenty)
BT: Really?!!
MS: No. Adam Warlock. I told you it was easy. Jeez, almost too easy.
BT: Favorite WW2 Fighter plane?
MS: The Messerschmitt Me 262 - from the Blue Oyster Cult song of the same name.
BT: Anyway, Hun-lover, after twenty years as a successful illustrator, what brought you back to
comics?

MS: A couple of things really. After 9-11, I lost a lot of my clients, but much more tragically my
family suffered a greater loss. My wife's brother Patrick Dwyer, who was a V.P. at Cantor
Fitzgerald, was killed in the attack on the Twin Towers. So having to deal with that was extremely
difficult. The advertising industry had come to a standstill. A lot of my regular clients weren't doing
anything. I was very depressed and really didn't know what to do.
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One night in February 2002, I just couldn't sleep, so at like two-thirty in the morning I grabbed a
stack of comic books and went to the living room to read so I wouldn't wake Erin. It was then that
I realized I had my answer in my hands. I also thought about my brother-in-law, Pat. Here was a
guy who had it all. Great family, lots of money, big house, everything ... and a job he really loved.
He loved it so much and was so good at it that he didn't have to go in to work that horrible day.
But he did. Because he loved it. That's how I decided to try my hand at comic books again,
because I took some inspiration from Erin's brother, Pat. My wife Erin has also had a very
important role in my attempt at entering the comics industry. When I felt I wasn't going to make it,
she was right there kicking me in the ass telling me I could do this. Thanks for believing in me. It's
really been a fun ride so far. I just want to thank everyone for giving me a shot and a chance to
make a living at what I love most.
BT: Now that you're a part of the industry, any good stories you'd like to share?
MS: ...whu...??? Part of the industry? I'm just getting in. I'll bet you have some good stories.
BT: Hey, hey! This is my...
MS: ...column. Yep I know. Good stories...hmmm, let me see... nope. I got nothing...
BT: Please tell us about the infamous Chris Claremont story?
MS: Matt Brady! Calling Matt Brady!! Bueller!... Bueller! Crap! I'm on my own here. Again. Ok, ok.
The infamous Chris Claremont story... I was at the Baltimore Comic Con September, 2002. I was
there specifically to meet one of my accountant's clients, supposedly from what my accountant
claimed, a really nice guy, the creator of the comic book... Shi. Yep, you Billy Tucci.
Well, on Saturday, you were very busy that weekend and so I ran into another SVA and Will
Eisner alumni, the man who has inked over 6,500 pages of comics for every major and minor
publisher that has ever existed, Mark McKenna - formerly of Bayport, NY. As I was chatting and
catching up with Mark, who walks over but one of my favorite writers - see the above list - of all
time, Chris Claremont. Now please understand, this is the first convention that I've attended since
I was in college. I'm nervous as hell for a whole variety of reasons, one of which is I'm trying to
break into an industry that I've always wanted to be in and there is a in of talent already in it. I'm
also on no sleep as I decided to start a drawing of Shi (at 1:00 am in the morning and didn't finish
until 4:30am) to show to Tucci and still had to drive to the show. And then there is the
aforementioned "Starlord" that Claremont had written. It was penciled by John Byrne and inked
by Terry Austin. It was and still remains one of my absolute all time favorites. A true inspiration to
me on so many levels. I had pulled it out to read it on Friday when I came upon an afterword that
Claremont wrote. In it he recounts how during his first ever encounter with his writing hero, Robert
A. Heinlein, he stumbled over what he said to Heinlein and regretted it to that day. I thought to
myself, "Wow. I can't believe it. Chris Claremont got tongue tied". So that's when I had my
"moment". Mark McKenna gracefully introduces me to Chris Claremont and I, in the most
awkward, geeky way blurt out, "You must hate to hear people say that they love your work!"
..."Yes," he replied, "I hate hearing that."
Total silence...I could feel my face flushing up the sweat start pouring down... I ran that line over
and over, faster and faster in my head. I tried to correct myself, but it was too late. The damage
was done. Chris had turned his back - rightfully so, who knows what else would have come out of
my mouth! - to me and continued speaking with Mark McKenna. I just stood there, sweating. So
in case you're reading this Mr. Claremont: I absolutely love your work. Always have. Always will.
BT: Being relatively new to the business, how have other creators been treating you?
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MS: So far, all the other creators have treated me very well. I have to say that I've been very
lucky. All the people I've met have all been very cool and genuinely seem to like me and my work.
I'm going to geek-out here a bit: It's been very, very cool for me to meet artists and writers that I
have been a fan of for years. Especially you, Billy!
BT: Wow! Thanks!
MS: I'm kidding.
BT:**# @$^^?**&!!!
MS: Oh, Maaaaaatt....
BT: Any crazy fan encounters?
MS: Only yours.
BT: Any jerk editors you've met along the way?
MS: Good God! Like I'm going to answer that honestly? Of course not! Hey, Billy are we done
yet?! Over five and a half hours and counting... Hey, if there is anybody else out there who would
like to ask either Billy or myself some questions, fire away on the message board. It's been a
blast.
BT: One last question; What's the story about that friggin thing on your face?
MS: Okay, okay -- it's gone I promise! I knew I had to have the small fibroid growth removed
when it started to frighten children, small animals and fellow comic artists and editors.
BT: Well I'm glad you did, I think it was starting to speak as well.
MS: Yes that's what my wife and kids were saying.
Billy Tucci really is a big fan of Lou Fine and Alex Saviuk and is just joshing. It is true he shares
the same accountant as Mark but insists he doesn't blackmail the painter into paying his taxes for
him.
About Billy Tucci and Crusade Fine Arts, Ltd.
Billy Tucci is the award-winning creator, writer and publisher of the graphic series Shi. Lion Eyes Entertainment has recently
optioned Shi for a major motion picture with actress Zhang Ziyi is attached to star. An award winning filmmaker in his own right,
he's currently writing the screenplay with Kevin Bernhardt. June 2006 will see the debut of a new Shi Convention sketchbook and
the 576 page "Definitive Shi" while Billy makes his penciling debut for Marvel with August's "Heroes For Hire" (written by Justin
Gray and Jimmy Palmiotti). He's also the creator and writer of Narwain Publishing's "Zombie-sama!" and invites you all to join his
message forum on www.williamtucci.com

Catch up on the latest Hellion for Hires:

Discussion Thread: http://forum.newsarama.com/showthread.php?t=76839
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Ricochet

07-13-2006 05:34 PM

wow all I can say about that cover is Meeeow!!! :eek:
:D

Doubleshot

07-13-2006 05:39 PM

Great cover!
Who's the guy in the mirror on the floor?

davew

07-13-2006 06:07 PM

That is a great looking cover. The Black Cat is really getting popular at Marvel these
days, isn't she?

FallenFate

07-13-2006 06:17 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Doubleshot
Great cover!
Who's the guy in the mirror on the floor?

It's Orca, Namor villain, reintroduced in the current H4H mini.

SD Johnny

07-13-2006 06:26 PM

Mark Sparacio is an incredibly talented artist and he's a nice engaging guy who I had
the pleasure of meeting last year at Comic-Con.

Billy Tucci

07-13-2006 06:35 PM

For The record....
Enclosed is my original cover illustration for HFH #3. Not the damn mustard-stained
napkin sketch! I think Mark's son Trevor did that! These guys are a bunch of kidders
ain't they!:D
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Bloody Facists!

MarkSparacio

07-13-2006 07:03 PM

HELLON FOR HIRE 6: PAINTER MARK SPARACIO
Hey everybody! Thanks for your interest in Billy Tucci's column. Unfortunately,
during our original interview which seemed to last for-frigging-ever, I neglected to
mention one of the covers that I did for what I consider to be the biggest little indy
book you will ever read and I wanted to make amends for that. So, "Sorry!", to the
creators of "GravyBoy", writer Marty Blevins and artist Brian Shearer who allowed
me to paint the cover of "GravyBoy" #3! It is a really fun read. You can visit their
very cool website at: www.gravyboy.com Check it out when you get the chance!
I also forgot to mention my own webite(that's what happens when you get pestered
to answer questions at 4:00am).
To take a look at more of my work, please check out: www.marksparacio.com
Thanks!
Oh and that really was Billy's mustard stained sketch...

Sin Eater

07-13-2006 07:17 PM

I REALLY am looking forward to this, and Billy, you're gonna break into my top 10
favorite artists of all time, judging by these drawings!
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Zechs

07-13-2006 08:17 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by MattBrady

I think Capt is never again going to wash that shield of his. :eek:

sephiroth617

07-13-2006 08:50 PM

WOW! What a GEORGEOUS COVER!
I'd really like to see a print of that or soemthing. I'd frame it and hang it up in my
room!

DeadpoolFX

07-13-2006 08:53 PM

Wow I'm really looking foward to this just based on the art! :D keep up the good
work, great column too!

Jay Odjick

07-14-2006 12:26 AM

Got to hang out with Mark a little at the Toronto con awhile back. Was disappointed I
didnt have much time to just sit down and watch him work - if you ever get the
chance, its pretty damned cool...and humbling. :D
This is good to see - and couldnt happen to a nicer guy. Congrats Mark!

Marc Patten
Quote:
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Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
Enclosed is my original cover illustration for HFH #3. Not the damn mustardstained napkin sketch! I think Mark's son Trevor did that!

Billy's lying.That really is his napkin sketch. I was there. Billy hasn't really drawn
anything since 1997. He has a whole room of trained art monkey's working for him
all dressed in authentic WWII military garb. Mark had to painstakingly create that
wonderful masterpiece you see above from that there napkin. (That's twenty you
owe me Marky Mark, I'm not cheap!) ;)
Now if you really want to see what "Wonder Boy" (as I call him) can do with a pencil
and/or a brush without those beautiful pencil layouts of Mr. Tucci (or "Tushi" as we
call him), take a gander at the images below.
Red Sonja is all Mark, from the cover for Comics Buyers' Guide #1615 from last
December, and the Dark Horse 20th Anniversary montage from CBG 1621 (on sale
any day now) is actually Mark's first rendered pencil only cover meticulously digitally
colored by tha amazing Jean-Francois Beaulieu. Enjoy, Hellions!!
Marc Patten
Destination Entertainment
and Cover Art Director for Comic Buyers' Guide

beta-ray

07-14-2006 12:52 AM

[quote=Marc Patten] Billy's lying. That really is his napkin sketch. I was there. Billy
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hasn't really drawn anything since 1997. He has a whole room of trained art
monkey's working for him all dressed in authentic WWII military garb. Mark had to
painstakingly create that wonderful masterpiece you see above from that there
napkin. (That's twenty you owe me Marky Mark, I'm not cheap!) ;) /QUOTE]
Haha.. The first two pics remind me of those "how to draw" books where they show
this crappy cucle and line scratch and the next drawing is this nice rendering. :D
Though I was not that in love with the first cover, this most recent one is VERY nice.
That Red Sonja one makes me feel funny too. :D

MarkSparacio

07-14-2006 03:47 AM

Thanks for the kind words SD Johnny and Jay Odjick! I really appreciate it and I am
truly flattered.
I will be back at the San Diego Comic Con this year. I'll be sharing a booth with
industry giants, Jim Califiore(penciler on Exiles), Mike McKone(penciler on Fantastic
Four) and Mark McKenna (yes, he who has inked over 6,500 pages of comics,
currently inker on Exiles). We are in booth 1423, so come on down and say "Hola!"
Hey beta-ray, glad that you like our latest cover effort on Heroes for Hire #3.
Honestly, I think that we are only going to get better and better.
Hey Marc Patten! Thanks for posting those two images, I really appreciate it! Wait 'til
you see Billy and my latest effort for Comics Buyer's Guide, it's a cover featuring...
hmmm, maybe Billy can post his sketch. What do you say Bill?

Marchie77

07-14-2006 07:47 AM

yum...
and SO much better than the H4H #2 cover...

Duca

07-14-2006 10:04 AM

Caravaggio. C-A-R-A-V-A-G-G-I-O. Caravaggio.
Pretty please, y'all.
It's not like I'm asking you to spell Sienkiewicz... ;)
michele.

Mark McK

07-14-2006 10:34 AM

LOL. This article got ya plenty of gas mileage. Way to use the medium and make it
count! Of course with you and Billy making note of the 6500 pages Ive inked, I
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better go recount those and make sure Im not short on my page count:o)...BTW, I
didnt know you were a Brooklyn born Mark...Im a Brooklyn guy(before Bayport,
Billy)...See you guys in SD next week!

Billy Tucci

07-14-2006 10:53 AM

Sneak Peak HFH CBG cover pencils
Hello All,
Here's the pencils to the CBG cover Mark is painting as I type this... It'll be out in a
month or two? Hope you enjoy it...
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Toneloak

07-15-2006 02:52 PM

Hm... this was a good interview with great art and i thought i was the only fan of
Adam Warlock.
Mark Sparacio, another man searching for the soul gem.

MarkSparacio

07-16-2006 01:02 PM

Hey Toneloak, glad that you liked the interview and the artwork and like I said
earlier I think we are only going to get better as a team and individually. I've always
felt that Adam Warlock was a very cool character(especially when Starlin was doing
him) and he never was used to his full potential.
Hey Michelle, honestly, I know how to spell Caravaggio, I just goofed. It was
probably 4:00 am or so when I was answering that question and my fingers were
probably a little jittery from all the caffeine. Also I named my cat, "Cara" after the
great painter. I had named my dog after "Picasso" as well. Anyway, I hope that you
liked the article and will check out an issue or two of "Heroes for Hire".
Thanks to everyone who checked out the interview and posted, went to my website
and e-mailed me! See you in SDCC...

Duca

07-16-2006 05:32 PM

Mark-I was kidding, sorry if I came off fastidious.
I will surely check out the book, my good friend Tom Palmer is on it and enthusiastic
about the collaboration... I can't miss it.
It's good to rad that you are all so passionate about the book.
Here's to its long and bright future!
michele. (one "L", no need to name pets after me, tho'. :) )

BlackCatGuy

07-16-2006 06:39 PM

Hey Billy, this Sparacio guy is pretty good! :D :D You might want to keep him! I
think he is one of the best colorists...............sorry........... ....PAINTERS!! (just
seeing if you're reading this Mark!!)
Loved the photos of the painting process! And a very big THANK YOU for choosing
"THAT" particular cover to showcase Mark's wonderful painting! (see Mark, I said
PAINTING!!) (I remembered that from Philly!:cool:)
I'm really excited about this series, and am eagerly awaiting the release of issue #1!
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I've said it before and I'll say it again...................this series is gonna' ROCK!!
People will be missing out on something really special if they pass this by!
Looking forward to next weeks column!! Thanks Billy! You too Mark!

BlackCatGuy

07-16-2006 06:41 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
Hello All,
Here's the pencils to the CBG cover Mark is painting as I type this... It'll be out in a
month or two? Hope you enjoy it...

Oh.................I enjoy it Billy! I ENJOY IT!!!!! :D :D :cool: :cool:

All times are GMT -4. The time now is 08:26 PM.
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